Raichyk cat rescuers
This is Sacajawea, our first Momma, who
ferried her kittens to our porch and introduced
us to the excitement of the female side of
abandoned beauties.
Our gardenbath became the maternity/pediatric safe area with my
son's aloe garden filling the tub and mirror-side of the window and
with the playpens in various configurations to accommodate family
interaction. The added cat tree pretty much finishes the possibilities.

After spay/neuter, we also
keep a playpen set aside as
observation area. Also useful
for new arrivals, like now..
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Our habitat, where kittens can romp and explore in
good weather, when we're available for sharing.
While we're trimming, they are racing up tree
trunks, tumbling in the joe-pye-weed, dodging one
another around the trailer-porch, keeping an eye
on what their momma is doing, as she guards the
leading edge of the walking path, watching for
strangers, animal and human. Maybe scenting
that there are ferals in our woods at night.
For our feral neighbors, we try to keep the things,
that our habitat creatures need, all supplied so that
they do not need to cross the road. From our small frog pond, to sheltering
brushiness, so there are lots of field mice for our abandoned beauties that
are too shy to seek our company, crickets, crawdads and edible vegetation
of all sorts, likely natural to the birds, deer and raccoons here originally.
Plus the usual, grasses, dandelions, and jewel-weed, that cats just love.
As for diet for our rescuees inside, naturally we emulate the prey that
strict carnivores would need.. raw pork heart, kidney, chicken thighs,
livers, gizzards, pork shoulder, beef heart, whole chicken, salmon if we
can get the trimmings..etc and for the missing pieces, wet canned catfood
(mostly fish), plus crockpot treats like bone jelly. To which fine dining, we
add some grass powder, yogurt, raw egg, and supplements (D, E, selenium
and B)
Raw meat is key also to affordability
as well as health. The energy
available to the eater of an ounce of
raw chicken gizzard is almost DOUBLE
the food energy available to the
eater after that ounce is cooked,
especially if that cooking was done at
high temperature. Typical breakfast:
1/2 oz pork heart, snipped into 2 tsp
chicken jelly with a sprinkle of grass
powder and 1/4 can PetPride Salmon
(6 hrs for 10lb cat indoors, $0.15)

PorkHeart&Shears
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So how do we know that raw meat provides
double the nutritional merit of cooked meat..?
Read Butterscotch's exciting hepatic lipidosis
story at “Skill and the Phoenix” on Bergerac.tv
And cod liver oil, as eye drops, cured our Prince
Shadow's HIV infection, which the cat specialist
told us was uniformly fatal soon with those eye
infections expected to become worse and more
frequent, total misery. Instead wonderful D in
those eye drops strengthened his immune
system and put the HIV in remission. For many years on his raw diet
Beautiful eyes and so many troubles. Our Tangey had only the occasional
snuffly nose until fall of 2012 when the cloudy yellow brown of cataracts began
to blur his dark eyes, left only. The only natural help was A, D, & E to slow the
progression to
dimmed out vision.
likely hyperthyroid,
And even more
yet with cod liver
scary, as that
oil, E, dandelion &
happened to his
baking soda (for
left eye over 12
kidney) and
months, his eye
magnetic field
seemed to
therapy for thyroid,
withdraw. He was
plus lots of herbals
struggling with
and chicken jelly to
kidney trouble and
provide nutrients
with needed fluids,
Mya & clear-eyed Tangey Sep 2012

he was just holding
his own, except for
his poor left eye.
Now a Russian
discovery, an
orthomolecular
ocular anti-oxident
Can-C, seems to be
Tangey 1yr- extreme cataracts clearing Tangey's
eye. No surgery !

Tangey–30days treatment so far
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In fact, it's this space age hyperbaric oxygen

chamber that we use to improve surgical healing,
like little Buffy's trouble with an errant spay stitch.
With HBO therapy, she went from mopey to eager to
eat and move around, even used her litter box
easily as soon as she emerged.

For HBO therapy, Mya takes the
lucky cat, in their carrier/chamber,
into our own chamber.

There's even evidence
that HBO therapy,
speeds the workings
of herbal medicine.
Nature needs more
O2. Maybe because
enviromental O2 is
dwindling.
Among the other
projects in testing is

the idea that 'hairball' problems are more like
morning sickness than duodenal ulcers, and go away
with a bit of B6, just a little once a week. So far so
good.
One theory of hyperthyroidism is that it's early stage
cancer where the cancer cells are very few and still

Tangey waits by the door to where he
gets his HBO therapy, unlike stories of
vet-dread.

well contained by overgrowth of normal cells. Hemp oil is an effective cure for
cancer cells, and has health-promoting side effects. Much to figure for Tangey.
We subscribe to Hodgkins' cure for
diabetes using 'tight regulation' with
insulin, should we get cats that have
diabetes. We did use our blood sugar
monitor for our norwegian forest cat,
SilverLining, whose appetite was
startling. In the meantime, our cats
get fenugreek sprouts in their meals a
couple times a week as preventative.

This big beautiful roadsleeper didn't make it
across our road to safety. Please watch and care
for them. Beauty is composting his way to heaven

Since vaccinations have shown to be
both ineffective and harmful for
humans, we will not be advocating
such for our cats, and are grateful to
Dr Dan for his open handed help.

